a comic book
about my
research

Science is what humans do to
build and organise knowledge…
… for example the knowledge
that serves to explore mars

… but my friends often have no
idea of what the hell I am really
doing as a scientist

Are
you still
doing that
thing of

I
should
explain
myself

so I decided to
write a comic book

Classic scientists did science
mainly thinking about things
I
discovered
the atom!

Democritus thought that if this
two red circles were identical,
we would have a cylinder, not a
cone. hence one circle should be
smaller than the other. This
implied for him that there were
no continuous, but only discrete
unites… he called those units
atoms.
with only thinking you
may reach wrong
conclusions, but in
this case he got it
quite right!

democritus, 400 BC
Much later Bacon
introduced the
scientific method
knowledge
is power

francis bacon, ~ 1600

Basically you have an idea,
then you have to test it (many
times) before accepting that
idea as true.
Curiously, Bacon himself
never used it. BUt all
scientists do it now!

But how do we generate and
test ideas?
Or in other words,
what scientists
really do?

If we knew what it was we were
doing, it would not be called
research, would it?

There are as many ways of
doing science (that is, testing
ideas) as there are scientists.

And why do we do it?

Albert Einstein, ~1900
Richard Feynman, ~1950

Science is like
sex: sure, it may
give some
practical
results, but
that's not why
we do it.

Science is about
facts, but
communication
is about stories

This
architect,
bjarkne
INgels,
explained me
his buildings
in a comic,
and i loved
his story,
Despite I am
not
particularly
interested in
buildings

This is the
story of my
research

investigating Climate
change impacts on
bees and plants
Phenology

Bartomeus et al. 2011 PNAS 108:20645-49

In the last 100 years lots of things
have changed very rapidly in the world,
and we, humans, are responsible for
this accelerated change

Co-2
emissions
have raised
mean
temperature
s ~1ºC since
1900's

we are +0.6ºc
above the
1950-1980
mean
temperature
levels

2010

7 billion
people
Human
population
hit 7 billion
in 2012
4% of land
was
agriculture
in ~1800

1 billion people
1820

1980
1950

1880

>Z0%of
land is
agriculture,
now
...we also are
well known for
transforming
wild areas into
human dominated
landscapes

but… how are all these changes
affecting plants and animals?

That was our question when I moved
to the u.s. to start my Postdoc at
Rachael winfree lab. Specifically
we were interested on bee
responses to global change.
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And this is a very
cute wild bee

this is Rachael

(yes, there are many
more species than
honeybees, in fact
there are twice as
many bee species
than birds! and
most bees live
solitary, not in big
hives)

so we wanted to
compare what bees
were doing in 1900
and what they are
doing now

But… how do you
investigate things
that happened In
the past?

you can
buy a
DeLorean

Or you can
go to a
MUSEUM

Unfortunately, we
did the later

The AMNH is famous
for its dinosaurs...

bees
collected by
amateur
naturalists and
researchers
since 1880 to
2011 can
explain us their
history

But it also has
the largest bee
collection in the
u.s., comprising
>500.000
specimens

Each specimen
has this little
labels with its
latin name,
collector name,
date of
collection and
locality

John Ascher, the
curator of the bee
section, has a
project to database
all these specimens,
and these Data were
what we needed!

What do we know about bees?
Solitary bees lay eggs
in little dark holes,
and provision the eggs
with pollen. The eggs
hatch and develop into
larvas that eat all the
pollen and overwinter
(kind of hibernation) in
A cocoon like this one.

How do they know when to
wake up from hibernation?
How are they synchronised
with the flowers that are
waiting for them to be
pollinated?

This is a bee cocoon

When temperatures
are high enough in
spring, they serve as
a natural alarm
clock.

Hello
world

In our first project,
we wanted to know if
their activity period is
shifting earlier due
to the recent
increase on
temperatures.

So we hypothesised that
climate warming would
advance their emergence.

Some researchers point out
that plants are
flowering earlier than
they used to flower, hence, if
bees do not emerge earlier
too, it would imply that these
flowers would not be
pollinated. Similarly, if bees
are more sensitive to climate
change and emerge before
flowers are ready, these
bees would starve… A
complex equilibrium.

This is not
the romantic
trip he
promised

After some months of
analysing data, our
Preliminar results were
promising, but we needed
more data… so I
convinced my wife to visit
cornell university and get
some really old bees
In fact we got
data.
addicted to data and
we involved
The oldest record
University of
is from 1872.
connecticut and
databased at our
own collection at
Rutgers too.
We ended up with
~3500 specimens!

And we compared the old bees activity period with
the current one. We had our first result! Bees are
emerging 10 days earlier due to climate
change

May

1900

May

2011

And that's quite a
lot for a bee that
lives only about 3
weeks!

We Need
more data!

But we were not
completely happy…
Was 10 days similar enough
to the advance that flowers
where experiencing?
That was the
key question

And I searched the
literature to find
plant data!

you can Skip this page if you don't care about statistics (or beer)
after 3 more months
gathering the plant data, we
could finally compare our
bee advancing rate with the
advance reported for
flowering time… and we did
it thanks to a cold glass of
dark beer.
In 1908 the guys at guinness
had the same problem. How
do we test if two guinness
bottles taste equally good?
Both questions are abut
comparing two samples.

luckily, Claude guinness
knew of the importance of
the scientific method and
hired good statisticians to
work for him.
And william sealy gosset came
with a brilliant idea for
comparing two means when
samples are small. The t-test.

unfortunately, science is
not always as open as it
should be, and Gosset had
to sign the paper with a
pseudonym, Student, which
gives name to the
student's t-test.
Guinness beer tastes
always that good thanks
to statistics, and we
still keep using the ttest
In a nutshell: after
testing our data, we
found out that bees and
flowers are advancing
at the same pace!

so we ended up
confirming a bad
new: CLimate change
is altering the
activity period of
plants and animals.

But at the same time
we brought some
hope, because both
bees and plants
(which rely in each
other for survival)
are changing at the
same pace…
…so far.

PS: climate models indicate temperature will
keep increasing… would plants and bees be
able to keep pace with this changes? we
don't know.

